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candle in a large dark room, in divers positions to this surface, 
you may exactly represent all the phenomena of these pits in the 
moon, according as they are more or less inlighted by the sun." 
He then goes on to advocate the second theory, and concludes 
finally that the craters had their origin similar to those formed in 
the alabaster. 

A " tidal" theory, which supposes a time when a thin crust 
concealed a liquid beneath, which was moved by the action of 
tides in such a manner as to produce craters, is also examined and 
rejected by Mr. Gilbert. So also is a " snow " theory, and then 
are considered the " meteoric" theories, which suppose the pits 
to have been caused in some way by the impact of extra-lunar 
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bodies. As we have seen, this theory was considered and rejected 
by Hooke in 1667, but others have not seen the same difficulties 
that he did. Mr. Gilbert advances the following theory: 

" It is my hypothesis that before our moon came into exist- 
ence the earth was surrounded by a ring similar to the Saturn- 
ian ring: that the small bodies constituting this ring afterward 
gradually coalesced, gathering first around a large number of nu- 
clei, and finally all uniting in a single sphere - the moon. 
Under this hypothesis the lunar craters are the scars produced 
by the collision of those minor aggregations, or moonlets, which 
last surrendered their individuality." 

This hypothesis was tested in numerous ways, and it was found 
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Philosophical Society, Washington. 

May 27. -S. P. Langley, On Recent Ob- 
servations in the Infra-red Spectrum; G. K. 
Gilbert, The Average Temperature of the 
Earth; Cleveland Abbe, The Formation of 
Rain. 

Chemical Society, Washington. 

Apr. 13.-Subject for discussion: Organi- 
zation as a Section of the American Chemi- 
cal Society; G. L. Spencer, A New Drying 
Oven. The walls of the oven are made 
double and the space between them filled 
with a non-conducting substance. The bot- 
tom of the oven is also made double, the 
outer wall being made of Russia iron and 
the inner of copper. The space between is 
filled with air This oven has lately been de- 
vised in Dr. Peale's laboratory by Dr. G. L. 
Spencer. The drying bulbs are made in the 
shape of a flask with rounded bottom. The 
content of the flask varies from 150 to 200 
cubic centimetres. From six to eight of 
these drying flasks are connected en batterie 
with the pump. If a current of hydrogen 
is to be introduced into the drying flask, it 
is easily accomplished by passing a very 
small glass tube through the cork, joined 
to another tube by a rubber connection im- 
mediately below the cork. The inner tube 
should pass nearly to the bottom of the 
flask, passing through a wash bottle con- 
taining caustic soda, and then through a 
sulfuric acid bulb. The speed of the cur- 
rent, which need not be very great, is con- 
trolled by a stop or pinch-cock. Any of the 
sample which may touch the inner tube dur- 
ing the intumesence, caused by desiccation, 
remains thereon and is weighed at the end 
with the tube, which is detached and left in 
the drying bulb. H. W. Wiley, A New Lamp 
for Securing a Constant Monochromatic 
Flame. This lamp was devised to secure 
a constant uniform coloration for polari- 
metric observations. It consists essentially 
of two wheels with platinum gauze peri- 
metres and spokes, driven by a clock-work 
and mounted as shown in the figure. The 
sodium salt, chlorid or bromid, is saturated 
in solution, is placed on the porcelain 
crucibles to such a depth that the rims of 
the platinum wheels dip beneath the surface 
as they revolve. By means of the crossed 
bands the wheels are made to revolve in 
opposite directions, as indicated by the 
arrows. The solution of the salt, which is 
taken up by the platinum net-work of the 
rim of the wheel, thus has time to become 
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perfectly dry before it enters the flame, and 
the sputtering, which a moist salt would 
produce, is avoided. At every instant, by 
this arrangement, a minute fresh portion of 
salt is introduced into the flame, with the 
result of making a perfectly uniform light, 
which can be used for hours without any 
perceptible variation. The polariscope 
should be so directed toward the flame as to 
bring into the field of vision its most lumin- 
ous part. The platinum wheels are ad- 

justable, and should be so arranged as to 
produce between them an unbroken yellow 
flame. H. B. McDonnell, A Filter for Fine 
Precipitates. To prepare the ordinary 
Gooch filter for the retention of fine pre- 
cipitates, the writer adds a little powdered 
asbestos on top of the ordinary asbestos felt 
in the bottom of the perforated crucible. 
The fine asbestos can be purchased from 
dealers in chemicals, and should be an im- 
palpable powder. It is prepared for use by 
treating with acid, to remove all soluble 
matter, and washed a few times by decan- 
tation. It is kept in water, in which it is 
suspended, by agitation, just before use. A 
filter prepared in this manner will perfectly 
retain barium sulphate, even when it is 
precipitated cold and filtered at once. 

May 11.-The society amended the con- 
stitution and by-laws so as to conform it to 
the requirements of the constitution of the 
American Chemical Society, in order to be- 
come a local section of that society. Oma 
Carr, The Predominant Organic Acid in 
Acid Juices. A tenacious. difficultly solu- 
ble incrustation forming upon the tubes of 
the multiple-effect evaporator at the Medi- 
cine Lodge Sugar Works, Medicine Lodge, 
Kansas, was examined, first with regard to 
the practical problems connected with its 
removal, and, second, with regard to its 
composition, particularly the organic acid 
in combination with the magnesium and 
calcium of the scale. The incrustation con- 
tained a high percentage of organic matter 
-54.4 per cent, of which 43.5 per cent was 
carbon, or 23.7 per cent on the original 
material. Sulfuric and acetic acid diges- 
tions of the scale were made, the magnesium 
salt of the prevalent organic acid isolated 
and converted into a repeatedly purified 
lead salt. Combustion of these salts ren- 
dered results concordant with the theoretical 
composition of tri-plumbic citrate. Aqueous 
solution of the acid gave reactions confirma- 
tory of the combustions. Inasmuch as the 
scale may be taken as an index of the pre- 
dominant acid combined with the mag- 
nesium of the scale, the assumption is plausi- 
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ble that the predominant acid is citric, and 
not aconitic, as has been commonly sup- 
posed. H. W. Wiley, On the Estimation of 
Levulose in Honey. The principal methods 
of estimating levulose in the mixtures here- 
tofore practised are those which consist in 
the destruction of some of the ingredients 
in the mixture and the estimation of the 
remaining one, or the method of Wiech- 
mann, which consists in the estimation of 
the polarizing and reducing power before 
and after inversion. Neither of these 
methods can be applied to honey, which 
contains other optically active bodies besides 
cane-sugar, levulose, and dextrose. The 
method presented rests on the principle of 
the change in the specific rotatory power 
of honey, due to temperature; the other 
optically active bodies present remaining 
practically unchanged, as far as specific 
rotatory power is concerned, with changes 
of temperature. Polarizations of many 
samples of honey were made at intervals of 
10 from 0 to 88. The temperature at 88 
was chosen as the maximum temperature, 
because at that temperature a pure invert 
sugar, composed of equal parts of levulose 
and dextrose, becomes optically inactive. 
In other words, the specific rotatory power 
of levulose at 88 is the same as that of dex- 
trose. A chart was shown giving a graphic 
representation of the changes in rotatory 
power, due to temperature. The chart 
shows that from 20 to 88 the changes are 
practically equal for either increments or 
decrements of temperature. From 20 to 0 
there is a slight curve, showing a small de- 
ficiency in rotatory power at 0 from that 
which would be calculated from the rate of 
change from 88 to 20. A table was shown 
giving the results of the calculation of the 
per cents of levulose in various samples of 
honey by this method, which were very 
satisfactory. 

Reading Matter Notices. 

Ripans Tabules : for torpid liver. 

Ripans Tabules banish pain. 
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to agree with most of the features of the moon. We cannot, 
however, enter into further details or explanations that are given 
of various other objects, interesting though they be. We can 

only quote one of the concluding paragraphs, as this gives some 
idea of the difference in conclusions which result from the study 
when compared with those of other authors. He says: "This 
sketch of the life of our nearest neighbor has but little in com- 
mon with the accounts of other biographers. To her has been 
ascribed a fiery youth, after the manner of the sun, a middle life 
of dissipation, like Jupiter and Saturn, a hardening and wrink- 

ling old age, toward which the earth is tending, and finally, the 
end of change - death. If the record of her scarred face has 
now been read aright, all that remains of the old narrative is the 
denouement: the moon is dead." JOSEPH F. JAMES. 

The Mineral Industry. Its Statistics, Technology, and Trade, 
in the United States and other countries from the earliest 
times to the end of 1892. Vol. I. Edited by Richard P. 
Rothwell. New York, The Scientific Publishing Company. 
1893. 628 p. 

IN the years of 1874-75 and '76 The Engineering and Mining 
Journal of New York published the first complete reports of the 
coal production of the United States, and in 1889 as special gov- 
ernment agent for the census, the editor of the journal, Mr. 
Richard P. Rothwell, collected the statistics of gold and silver. 
The scope was gradually extended until in January, 1892, a mag- 
nificent volume of statistics was given to the world and universal 
encomium heaped upon the journal and its staff for their wonder- 
ful work. Indeed such was the unstinted praise accorded it we 
can but wonder what language will be used for the present vol- 

ume, no longer a supplementary number in journal form, but a 
handsome library volume of 628 pages. It is the intention to 
make this the first of a series to embrace within a few years the 
statistics and technology of the mineral interests of the world, in 

many cases going back historically to the earliest times and always 
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carried down to the date of publication. Such a vast undertak- 

ing has heretofore been considered impracticable for private en- 

terprise and has been relegated to the unlimited resources of 

governments, it is worthy to note, however, that simultaneously 
with the- issue of this volume containing all statistics accurately 
and systematically recorded for 1892, there appears the govern- 
ment publication of similar character for the year 1891. The in- 
troduction to this latter volume, by the way, speaks of " the im- 
possibility of concluding a complete canvas of the products of 
huge industries like coal, iron ores, and building stone without a 
considerable delay after the close of the year reviewed," and yet 
the Engineering and Mining Journal, depending entirely upon 
personal courtesy and confidence for its success, has accomplished 
this feat so impossible to the expensive machinery of government. 
The journal is fortunate in possessing a large and carefully 
trained staff, and in being in communication with experts in all 
branches of industry the world over, but more than this is needed, 
and much praise is due to all connected with the enterprise. 
Especially is praise due to Mrs. Sophia Braeunlich, that able 
financier and business manager of The Engineering and Mining 
Journal, and to Mr. Richard P. Rothwell, editor of both journal 
and "statistics." 

To attempt even a running review of this work would be out 
of the question, the table of contents alone occupying ten pages 
of small print. Suffice it to say that without exception the arti- 
cles therein contained are written by men pre-eminently fitted for 
their best treatment, and in all cases by experts in each particular 
line. Among the contributors are: Dr. George Lunge, Dr. Fran- 
cis Wyatt, author of "The Phosphates of America"; E. 0. 
Leech, Director of the U. S. Mint; Professor J. F. Kemp, George 
F. Kunz, J. Langeloth, Dr. Thomas M. Chatard, Richard E. 
Chism, H. 0. Hofman, Emile Delecroix, and many others of 

equal fame. They have been well chosen, and we congratulate 
them upon the part they have played in this most admirable 
work. C. P, 
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Exchanges. 
[Free of charge to all, if of satisfactory character. 

Address N. D. C. Hodges, 874 Broadway, New York.1 

The Rev. A. C. Waghorne, New Harbor, New- 
foundland, wishes to sell collections of Newfound- 
land and Labrador plants, all named by competent 
botanists. He is going on a missionary journey 
along the Labrador coast, from the middle of July 
till October, and in return for much needed aid to- 
wards (Episcopal) Church purposes in that region, 
will be glad to be of service to any botanists who 
may write to him. Letters posted in the U. S. up 
to July 1 will reach him at the above address, and 
if posted later will be forwarded. 

For sale.-J. D. Dana's Report on Crustacea of 
the U. S. Exploring Expedition under Charles 
Wilkes. Text and plates well bound in three vol- 
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ton Society of Natural History, Boston, Mass. 
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the following list, books if second-hand to be in 
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Birds, Oliver Davie; Marine Mammals of the West 
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sented in this region of Texas, either for sale or 
for exchange for literature, for anyone who will 
send me an order in time to fill it. Plants to be 
ready complete in November. C. F. Maxwell, Box 
174, Dublin, Texas. 
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that value. A. N. Somers, La Porte, Ind. 
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THE 

American Bell Telephone 

COMPANY. 
125 MILK ST., BOSTON, MASS, 

This Company owns the Letters - Patent 
No. 186,787, granted to Alexander Graham 
Bell, January 30th, 1877, the scope of which 
has been defined by the Supreme Court of 
the United States in the following terms: 

" The patent itself is for the mechanical 
structure of an electric telephone to be used 
to produce the electrical action on which the 
first patent rests. The third claim is for the 
use in such instruments of a diaphragm, 
made of a plate of iron or steel, or other ma- 
terial capable of inductive action; the fifth, 
of a permanent magnet constructed as de- 
scribed with a coil upon the end or ends 
nearest the plate; the sixth, of a sounding 
box as described; the seventh, of a speaking 
or hearing tube as described for conveying 
the sounds; and the eighth, of a permanent 
magnet and plate combined. The claim is 
not for these several things in and of them- 
selves, but for an electric telephone in the 
construction of which these things or any of 
them are used." 

This Company also owns Letters-Patent 
No. 463,569, granted to Emile Berliner, No- 
vember 17, 1891, for a combined Telegraph 
and Telephone, and controls Letters-Patent 
No. 474,231, granted to Thomas A. Edison, 
May 3, 1892, for a Speaking Telegraph, 
which cover fundamental inventions and 
embrace all forms of microphone transmit- 
ters and of carbon telephones. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. 
There is an opening for a 

young man to open a New 
York office of the American 
Lightning Protection Co., 
operating under my patents. 
But little capital will be re- 
quired. 

N. D. C. HODGES, 
874 BROADWAY, NE W YORK 

II 

~~~~~~~~~ -- - 

MINERALS. New Departt. New Departments. 
Send for our "Winter Bulletin," recently issued. 

Minerals, Gems, Microscopical Sections, Fine Lap- 
idary Work. 

GEO. L. ENGLISH & CO., Mineralogists, 
Removed to 64 East 12th Street, New York. 

LIGHTNING DESTROYS! 

Shall it be your house or a 

pound of copper ? 

Entirely new departure in pro- 
tecting buildings from lightning. 

One hundred feet of the Hodges 
Patent Lightning Dispeller 

(made under patents of N. D. C. 

Hodges, Editor of Science) will 
be sent, prepaid, to any ad- 

dress, on receipt of five dollars. 

Correspondence solicited. Agents wanted, 

AMERICAN LIGHTNING PROTECTION CO., 
874 Broadway, New York City. 

Fact and Theory Papers 

I. THE SUPPRESSION OF CON- 
SUMPTION. By GODFREY W. HAMBLETON, M.D. 
12?. 40c. 

II. THE SOCIETY AND THE " FAD." 
By APPLETON MORGAN, Esq. 12?. 20 Cents. 

III. PROTOPLASM AND LIFE By 
C. F. Cox. 12?. 75 cents. 

IV. THE CHEROKEES IN PRE-CO- 
LUMBIAN TIMES. By CYRUS THOMAS. 12?. $1. 

V. THE TORNADO. By H. A. HAZEN. 
12?. $1. 

VI. TIME-RELATIONS OF MENTAL 
PHENOMENA. By JOSEPH JASTROW. 120. 50c. 

VII. HOUSEHOLD HYGIENE. 
MARY TAYLOR BISSELL. 12?. 75 cents. 

N. D. C. HODGES, Publisher, 
874 Broadway, New York. 

By 

QUERY. 

Can any reader of Sczence cite 
a case of lightning stroke in 
which the dissipation of a small 
conductor (one-sixteenth of an 
inch in diameter, say,) has failed 
to protect between two horizon- 
tal planes passing through its 

upper and lower ends respective- 
ly? Plenty of cases have been 
found which show that when the 
conductor is dissipated the build- 

ing is not injured to the extent 
explained (for many of these see 
volumes of Philosophical Trans- 
actions at the time when light- 
ning was attracting the attention 
of the Royal Society), but not 
an exception is yet known, al 

though this query has been pub- 
lished far and wide among elec- 
tricians. 

First inserted June 19, 1891. No re- 
sponse to date. 

N. D. C. HODGES, 874 BROADWAY, N. Y. 

SCIENCE CLUBBING RATES. 
10% DISCOUNT. 

We will allow the above discount to any 
subscriber to Science who will send us an 
order for periodicals exceeding $10, counting 
each at its full price. 

N. D. C. HODGES, 874 Broadway, N. Y. 

"BUSY FOLKS' GYMNASIUfI." 
A few minutes' daily exercise , 

m "llll *i[, |ji, l, _i1; , on our fascinating apparatus >--.. 

,i .l, : i..,. clears the brain, tones up the -"----- j ' 9 l z L7:...^ I body, develops weak parts. Our 
'.At'- .{ ;^ y^ I cabinet contains chest-weights, 

' l1 . rowing-weights, lifting-weights, 
' ,G. j .:! ,.i , clubs and dumb bells, adjust- 

1 ;,. .. 
: ', 

4il able for old and young. It is 

;-' ''" 
! 

," *..!-I.1'). I the only complete exercising outfit 
!f^ Iu v s i ̂ f'1^ c. I in the world suitable for use in 

I - F;?: 'i j' ? I. living rooms. All prices. You 
: 

:' '"'p . . . .. [ can order on approval. Chest 6 

I/'^J. . . ..-.' ....... machine separate, $4.50 and up. Shoulders and Upper Back, 

>a'@^ Educated agents wanted. PHYSI 
CAL CULTURE CHART, with illustrated directions for de- 

veloping every part of the body healthfully,,5o cts. Sent for half price to those 
naming this paper. 

WHITNEY HOME GYMNASIUM CO., Box D., Rochester, N. Y. 
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